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. This is not an instant fix or fad gimmick to lose weight. That is immersion therapy for a healthier
you forever. A robust set of equipment to CHANGE your life, to create your daily life BETTER. In
2011 I was menopausal, over weight, suffering from center palpitations, on anti-nervousness
and anti-depressant medications, had skin rashes, headaches, and constant stomach problems
and was putting on a diaper, yet teaching 5 exercise classes weekly in a favorite gym. My
breaking point was when I experienced a torn meniscus in my knee.. I recommend reading this
book if you would like to find ways to be happy. She actually is a highly educated
professional who knows her stuff! I could not put this book down. This is a lifestyle. I could now
say that I have hardly ever felt better in my own very existence as a menopausal woman.
Doctors ask me "HOW? But, she also takes on the trainer in this book, urging you to make better
choices and obtain well. I make an effort to explain my lifestyle changes, now I can refer them
to the book. It is the method.This book is easy to read and packed with useful information. Her
personal tale of healing is quite inspirational. A foundational and progressive method of
health, created with humor and empathy. For individuals who need a far more structured
approach there are dishes in the back. Written in a down-to-earth way I came across .I'm so
grateful to her for sharing her wisdom and tale. Insightful. I loved Charlotte's book! It really is a
heart felt tale about her own health struggle and recovery. Almost everyone can relate to it.
And she actually is no lay person when it comes to health information!Not really quick, rarely
easy, I persevered at practicing Charlotte's philosophy. The book includes the majority of what
I studied and learned about nourishment over a ten season period and touches on significant
amounts of psychotherapy. Many people are out there struggling with emotions and feelings of
irritability, anger, sadness and also have no idea it really is coming from their lack of nutrients
and herbs. Quite simply, the issue is physiological, not "all in your mind" as many physicians will
tell you.. Christine Alejandro, Nutritional Psychotherapist, Brownsville, TX This book is a good
sense method of good health. That is your toolbox.. My reserve is filled up with highlighted
terms to live by. This book is a common sense approach to good health. Written in a down-to-
earth way I found myself chuckling frequently. I experienced that I received an abundance of
information on getting healthier and keeping it. I have ordered 5 even more copies for my
financing library in my own office, and I am suggesting that of my sufferers read it. Really
enjoying Char's book. This is exactly what I tell my patients time in and day out.' As a scientific
nutritionist, it really is difficult to instruct patients everything they need to know during
workplace visits. Charlotte has written a book that is very entertaining and covers every part
of living a healthy, peaceful life.. The largest difference from other nutritional books I have read
is it quite definitely inspires me to continue striving for better health AND a more enjoyable
method of food and existence.. The part that I loved specifically was learning about coping
with vitality. Food specifics and learning about various foods is valuable specifically in the
context of learning which foods react in your own body. Coping with vitality is usually a step
or two beyond simply just living! This is today something that I will strive to do because of
Charlotte's messages. Many thanks Charlotte! If the pharmaceutical approach isn't working out
for you, ... If the pharmaceutical approach isn't working for you, provide this publication a try.
She writes well and is normally relatable on therefore many levels.. Thank heavens this book and
I came across each other. Charlotte's assistance is to the idea, transparent, she's completely
relatable, and her humor produced this a truly enjoyable read. Pick up your hammer and be
your own superhero! While reading I had many "ah ha" moments.. Moreover she's outfitted and
empowered me to take action! Personal therapeutic story, coaching and recipes! Full of
wisdom and truth I finished scanning this book and We thought, 'Wow, that is great. Charlotte



can be engaging and enjoyable as an author." when they struggle with their ageing and
depressed feminine population on estrogen replacement still battling their fat and still battling
with mental anguish. Great suggestions and suggestions to heal your gut, body and lifestyle! A
relatable reserve with easy to comprehend and apply tips! I understand this book can help
many people and I anticipate even more books from Charlotte!Become your own personal
superhero!..educational. It appeared the writer was speaking right to me as I make my method
through my own wellness crisis - debilitating arthritis. As a rn who works in the hospital setting, I
had noticed the medical field fail individuals and I was terrified of experiencing surgery. This
book is a blessing!We thoroughly enjoyed this reserve. Great suggestions and tips for food
sensitivities. I loved reading this book but a lot more I love that .. Vitality is the Key Charlotte
includes a wonderful way of getting the reader into her globe in an effort to explain how each
folks can learn to eat and live in peace. I loved reading this book but a lot more I love that
We passed it along to my mother who has since made significant adjustments in the way she
thinks about food. Her thoughts aren't mainstream however they are filled with truth and wisdom,
and I love this.and lifestyle really. Charlotte's book is a gift to those useful experiencing
pharmaecudicals and wish better ideas. I avoided medical procedures, lost weight, reduced
my cholesterol, discontinued my medications, and embarked on a new phase of my life now
hopeful instead of sad and fearful of the future.. Keep a pen at your aspect to underline the
countless nuggets you will not want to forget. Highly recommended! I recommend scanning this
book if you want to find ways ... I voluntarily browse this ARC book. The book was very helpful
and interesting. I actually stumbled upon in this manner of existence by Divine intervention and
discovered this lifestyle.
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